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INTRODUCTION
This requirements document describes in broad strokes the development of a new website for Westar
Energy, with a target launch date of April 2014. The intention is to provide enough information to give
Westar a clear picture of Callahan Creek’s recommended approach (from both user experience and
technical standpoints) while allowing for the fact that many of the specifics are yet to be determined. In
other words, this is a roadmap to confirm that we are setting out on the right course, but we will navigate
a lot of the details as the development process proceeds.
To ensure the best possible outcome, and so there are no surprises along the way, we follow these steps:
1. Discovery meetings – Confer with all stakeholders to understand their wants and needs for the
new site (completed).
2. Requirements – Prepare descriptive documentation to chart the course and ensure that
expectations for the final site are clear. (First draft sent to Westar 3.18.13)
3. Information architecture – We will prepare a site map showing the organization of the new site.
(Site map presented to Westar 5.2.13)
4. Prototyping – In this phase we will build an interactive wireframe version of the new site. The
prototype is a working demo of the site showing each major feature in a way that can be tested in
its native environment (online in a web browser). We use Axure RP (Rapid Prototyping) software
for this purpose, which allows tweaks to the prototype to be made quickly and efficiently in
response to issues discovered during user testing and feedback from Westar. The prototype does
not have database or back-end connectivity or integration with any third-party software, but
merely approximates the user experience around these systems.
Wireframing continues to progress as needed. Current work in progress can be viewed here:
Single account: http://digital.callahancreek.com/clients/westar/54261/v5single/#p=home
Multiple accounts: http://digital.callahancreek.com/clients/westar/54261/v9multiple/#p=home
5. Usability testing – We will conduct formal user testing of the prototype to be sure it is delivering
the desired user experience for each key audience. (Prototype link and usability testing report
sent to Westar 7.2.13)
6. Look & feel design – Our creative team will skin the site with graphics consistent with the new
Westar brand. Key pages will be used to show how the design will be applied to the entire site.
(The look & feel was presented and approved in August 2013:
http://digital.callahancreek.com/clients/westar/prototype/hires082613/#p=home)
7. Updated requirements – Version 3.1 of the requirements was presented and approved in
August 2013. This current version 3.2 is an update to that document.
8. Development – After Westar’s approval of the requirements, prototype and graphic design, we
will begin coding. We’ll work closely with Westar IT staff on integrating the site with all databases,
systems and software hosted on Westar’s internal servers and by third-party servers.
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9. Content – During the coding, Callahan Creek and Westar will work on developing content so it is
available to populate the site when the content management system (CMS) is ready. This stage
will include optimizing the content for search (SEO).
10. CMS training – CMS training will be conducted for all Westar employees who will manage site
content. Callahan Creek and Westar will work together to populate the site content prior to Beta
testing. (Initial CMS training took place in December 2013. Westar and Callahan have been
working together to transfer and format content since then and that effort is ongoing.)
11. Beta testing – A fully functional site, hosted on the Westar quality server, will be tested by
Westar and Callahan Creek and de-bugged prior to launch. Callahan Creek will conduct user
testing. Any issues uncovered in testing by either Westar or Callahan Creek will be addressed
until approved by Westar. During the Beta phase, Callahan Creek and Westar will work together
to develop and test site update protocols.
12. Public launch – A carefully planned public launch date will be scheduled around a non-peak
traffic period. The launch will be preceded by appropriate customer/employee communications. At
launch, Callahan Creek and Westar will work together on immediate testing and de-bugging (if
needed) of all features and integrated systems. (Launch is currently planned for early morning on
June 23.)
13. Ongoing content management and SEO commence.

See Project Timeline (Appendix A) for the current schedule of each of the above steps. The updated
schedule (with revised June 23 launch date) has been added as page two of Appendix A.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The assignment is to develop a new corporate website for Westar Energy. The new site, to be located at
westarenergy.com, will replace the current corporate website. The website will include content and
functionality from the existing corporate website as well as other Westar websites (see below). The
purpose is to consolidate all information into one consumer-focused, user-friendly website to meet the
transactional and informational needs of all audiences.
Consolidation
Westar content is included on multiple standalone websites. The list below details which sites will be
consolidated into the corporate website versus the sites that will remain separate.
Website

URL

Consolidation

MyCircuit

westarmycircuit.com

Relevant content and functionality will be included in
the new westarenergy.com site and this site will be
shut down.

Digital Meter
Upgrade

westarenergydashboard.com
smartstarlawrence.com

Relevant content and functionality will be included in
the new westarenergy.com site and these sites will
be shut down. General information about the digital
meter will be incorporated into the new corporate site
outside of the customer login area. eMeter
functionality will be incorporated into the customer
account area.

ElectroGo

westarelectrogo.com

All content and functionality (charging stations) will
be incorporated into the corporate website and this
site will be shut down.

Power Marketing

westarpowermarketing.com

Remains a separate site and is not included in the
scope of this project.

Prairie Wind
Transmission

prairiewindtransmission.com

Remains a separate site and is not included in the
scope of this project.

Investor Relations

phx.corporate-ir.net

Investor Relations content is, and will continue to be,
hosted through Thompson Reuters.

The URLs for the sites that will be shut down (westarmycircuit.com, westarenergydashboard.com,
startstarlawrence.com and westereletrogo.com) will be redirected to westerenergy.com (either to the
home page or to relevant content pages) for a time period TBD (minimum of one year, but could be
indefinitely).
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OBJECTIVES
Overall site objectives:
• Optimize online user experience for all audiences (make is as easy as possible for users to do
business with Westar and to find the information they want).
• Provide a positive experience that builds Westar brand equity.
• Instill confidence in Westar’s mission (safe, reliable, high-quality energy services at a reasonable
cost to all customers).
• Demonstrate innovation, utilizing technology to better meet energy and customer needs.
• Convey Westar’s civic leadership and environmental stewardship.
• Reinforce Westar employees as members of the communities in which they live.
Audience-specific objectives:
Audience

Objectives

Residential
customers






Priority: Make it easy to conduct business and interact with Westar (bill pay,
start/stop/transfer service)
Priority: Quickly communicate and mitigate energy outages/problems/emergencies
Provide resources and education to assist in understanding and managing energy
usage
Serve as a reliable resource for information on electric products (cars, home
appliances, etc.)
Connect customers with others who provide end value (serve as hub)
Explain Westar decisions that impact rates or service

Business
customers








Priority: Make it easy to conduct business and interact with Westar representatives
Priority: Quickly communicate and mitigate energy outages/problems/emergencies
Provide resources and education relevant to both small and large businesses
Connect businesses with customers (serve as hub)
Explain Westar decisions that impact rates or service
Reinforce Westar’s commitment to and participation in Kansas business communities

Future
employees





Make it easy to find and view job openings, complete applications and submit resumes
Provide a brief overview of employee benefits
Capture names and allow for ongoing, targeted communication as relevant job
openings are posted
Illustrate the thriving, positive culture that celebrates diversity, rewards performance
and treats all with respect
Inspire highly-talented prospective employees to choose Westar
Showcase the various job opportunities and career growth offered at Westar (beyond
lineworkers)
Raise awareness of school partnerships (Youth Entrepreneurs, scholarship program,
internships, etc.)




Primary
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Press/media






Investors



Secondary



Provide transparency in how Westar delivers on its mission
Explain Westar decisions that impact rates or service
Reinforce Westar’s commitment to and participation in local communities and making
their community (and Kansas) a better place to live
Provide easy-to-use resources, such as B-roll and photos, to support news releases
and make it easier for outlets to report stories when resources are limited
Instill confidence that Westar’s financially balanced operations will provide a
consistent, reliable return on investment
Reinforce the company’s adherence to the highest standards of corporate governance
and accountability for their actions and decisions

Civic groups





Explain Westar decisions that impact rates or service
Demonstrate Westar’s civic leadership and environmental stewardship
Reinforce Westar’s commitment to and participation in local communities

Government/
Municipalities





Explain Westar decisions that impact rates or service
Demonstrate Westar’s civic leadership and environmental stewardship
Reinforce Westar’s commitment to and participation in local communities and making
their community (and Kansas) a better place to live

Regulators



Reassure regulators that Westar is ethically and honestly fulfilling its regulatory
obligations, in all likelihood going above and beyond
Post all tariffs in accordance with regulations.


Corporate
partners




Position Westar as the energy expert and serve as the hub to create connections
between corporate partners and customers
Reinforce Westar’s commitment to and participation in Kansas business communities
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SITE STRUCTURE AND CONTENT ORGANIZATION
The site will have three broadly defined areas:
•
•
•

Publicly accessible content (informational and educational).
Customer Account area – customer-specific content requiring login.
Easy access to websites for job applicants/HR (Taleo) and investors (Thomson Reuters).

The new site will be designed to prioritize content around user needs and to give quick access to key
functions like bill pay and reporting power outages. When creating the information architecture, navigation
and content hierarchy, Callahan Creek will take into consideration the priority objectives for each
audience (pages 4-5).
Discovery meetings were conducted with Westar teams to explore the current content and functionality of
each area of the existing Westar corporate website and the sites which are going to be consolidated into
the new corporate site. A summary of each of those meetings appears in Appendices B, C, D and E. Key
points are reiterated below.
Publicly Accessible Content
As mentioned on page 3, the content for the new Westar Energy corporate site will be a consolidation of
content from each of the following existing sites, eliminating any duplication of content in the process:
•
•
•
•
•

westarenergy.com
westarmycircuit.com
westarenergydashboard.com
smartstarlawrence.com
westarelectrogo.com

The home page layout, site navigation and content will be prioritized to ensure immediate access to the
features that the majority of users are seeking, especially:
•
•

Account login – bill pay, usage information, start/stop service, etc.
Outage information (new outage map planned for introduction in July 2013) and how to report
outages

The information on the site that is not account specific will be organized based on the importance of the
content as determined by reviewing all the current sites’ Google Analytics data as well as corporate
communication priorities.
Currently, Westar contracts with Apogee Interactive for energy calculators and other content. Callahan
Creek will identify alternative free resources to replace Apogee (such as US Department of Energy.)

(See Appendix B for additional notes from our informational content planning meeting.)
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Customer Login Area
The current Westar “My Account” area includes features that are pulled from both internal and third party
systems, including:
• Customer power usage and billing information provided by Westar’s internal systems.
• Online checking/savings payment option provided by Westar’s internal systems.
• Debit/Credit card payment option provided by BillMatrix.
• eMeter dashboard provided by Siemens Corporation (for customers with Smart Meters).

Bank account payments are handled
with Westar’s system.

Debit/Credit card payments are
handled by BillMatrix. Opens in a new
window.

“My Account” home page for a Smart Meter customer.

Smart Meter
dashboard is
served from
eMeter
software
installed on
Westar’s
server.

The new site will continue to use the existing third-party services from BillMatrix and eMeter, but we will
work on improving the user experience to make it as unified as possible. Based on recent discussions we
will plan on continuing to show the eMeter dashboard only to Smart Meter customers. We will design a
page for customers without Smart Meters that mimics the look of the eMeter dashboard.
Our goal would be seamless integration so that the user is unaware that the eMeter dashboard is a thirdparty tool. From preliminary discussions, however, control over the styling of the eMeter dashboard may
be limited. We are currently in discussions to determine further details about styling.
Bill Pay
The new site will continue to use the current protocols for bill pay:
• Westar will handle check/savings account payments (ACH)
• BillMatix will handle credit card payments (is there a possibility of BillMatrix also handling ACH to
achieve a more seamless user experience?)
Westar and BillMatrix must ensure that all banking and credit card compliance regulations are met.
Currently, the BillMatrix credit/debit card payment option opens in a new window and does not provide the
most cohesive user experience. To achieve a seamless user experience, we are working with BillMatrix to
present the credit card payment interface in an iframe or in the same browser window as the main site,
styled to look like the rest of the site but hosted at BillMatrix. It is yet to be determined if Westar will offer
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customers the credit/debit card option with the current $2.95 fee, or if this fee will be waived. If the fee is
waived, it is to be determined if that only applies to users who pay inside login or to all users.
A new release of BillMatrix is in development. Among other things, the new release will include:
• Ability to pay multiple accounts in a single payment.
• An e-wallet feature so customers can save multiple credit cards for future payments.
• Both credit/debit card payments and ACH payments could be handled by BillMatrix, which would
make for the best overall user experience.
It appears unlikely that the new release will be available in time for our June 23 launch. Consideration is
being given to updating bill pay to the new BillMatrix release sometime later in 2014.
Currently for selected customers who utilize the (Yukon) Wattsaver programmable thermostat program, a
separate account is required to be set up with a username and password distinct from the customer’s
main account login. The original plans was to integrate this so that there is a single sign-on for customers
to access the Wattsaver program from within their “My Account” area. This plan has been put on hold for
now, and Wattsaver will continue to function as it does on the current site for the June 23 launch (opens
in a new window.)
There are unique complexities around customers with multiple accounts that will be addressed in the
redesign to assure a good user experience for all types of customers.
There are a number of forms on the current site that must be maintained (see Appendix F). Initially, the
process of how to integrate the forms as they existed in the Lotus Notes database was undefined. This
has now been clarified. The Notes database is being replaced with a SharePoint database and Westar
will provide technical specifications and web services (or other means) required to integrate the website
front-end forms (to be built by Callahan Creek) with SharePoint.
(See Appendix C for additional notes from the transactional planning meeting.)

MISCELLANEOUS ADDITIONAL FEATURES AND CONTENT NOTES
•

Callahan Creek has recommended that Westar consider changing the username (user ID)
protocol to use an email address. It was decided that legacy usernames would be maintained for
existing users at the launch of the new site. After launch, email addresses will be used as the
username for all new users. Sometime after launch (TDB), existing users will be required to
change their username to an email address.

•

Considerable discussion has taken place regarding all the various user types (single account,
multiple accounts, accounts with multiple service points, group accounts, wholesale, bad debt
accounts, power billing customers, etc.) and what those different user types see or have access
to when logged into their respective online accounts. Even though we are gaining a better
understanding as we proceed, we are certain we will have additional questions and require
further guidance as we get deeper into development.

•

Westar desires prominent visibility of the Career and Investors areas. Even though both of those
areas appear within the main navigation, direct links to those areas will also be placed in the sitewide header navigation.
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•

Westar has requested that Callahan Creek consider a feature that shows animated wind turbines
and dynamically correlates wind speed to KW generated, and then displays that information in
real time. We believe this could be an interesting feature and would love to pursue its
development. However, this particular feature is outside the current scope and would require
additional discussion.

•

Westar is implementing a Pre-pay program test. It is unknown if the program will be approved by
the KCC prior to site launch. TBD if Callahan Creek will include the Pre-pay program features in
the site in preparation for a potential implementation prior to or shortly after launch. For
customers flagged as Pre-pay:
o do not display current balance
o do not display previous or future bill due dates
o do not display previous or current meter reads or meter read dates (also applies to all
AMI meters)
o create a splash page that redirects the Pre-pay user to MyUsage.com

•

Westar provided a SIRs list for a number of new features that are desired. Callahan Creek will
implement the SIRs based on web services provided by Westar (See Appendix G for the latest
SIRs list.)

•

A list of work in progress for the transfer of page content from the old site to the new site is
available here (requires access to the shared Google document which can be obtained from
Callahan Creek upon request):
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AigWU0WznODcdG1ncnhtODZBVUdEdmp5R09
RUTVQeGc&usp=drive_web#gid=0
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INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE
After a thorough audit of existing content, a card-sorting exercise was conducted with a number of web
users. Based on the results of those efforts, the following information architecture recommendation was
developed. The site map below was presented to Westar May 2, 2013. This is a link to an online version:
http://digital.callahancreek.com/clients/westar/54261/ia1/start.html
It is a working document and has been updated after approval of the prototype and the look and feel
design.
The current site map (exported from the DNN CMS) appears in Exhibit H.
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HR FEATURES
Westar HR is implementing the Taleo Career Portal website to manage job postings, job applications and
related features. The Taleo site is scheduled to launch the weekend of June 24-25. The launch of the new
corporate website is currently planned to coincide with the Taleo launch.
Callahan Creek will provide visual design elements to skin the Taleo site to match the new corporate site
as closely as possible in order to ensure the user a cohesive experience when going from one site to the
other. These design elements will be made to Taleo’s specification.
Some HR content will reside on the corporate site. This content will be managed by Westar through the
CMS with assistance from Callahan Creek. Link(s) to the Taleo site will appear on appropriate page(s) in
the corporate site content. At this point, we recommend that the Taleo site open in a new browser
window, but we will make a final recommendation after the details of the Taleo site skin and navigation
are understood.

INVESTOR’S SITE
The investor site is hosted by Thomson Reuters. Callahan Creek’s approach to the investor site will be
similar to the Taleo site. We will provide visual design elements to skin the Thomson Reuter’s site to
match the new corporate site as closely as possible in order to ensure the user a cohesive experience
when going from one site to the other. As with the HR site, the skin elements will match Thomson
Reuter’s specifications.
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MOBILE OPTIMIZATION
Access to websites via mobile devices is projected to exceed access from desktop computers in the near
future. Because of that, a mobile-optimized site is of critical importance to any organization.
Currently, there are two commonly accepted practices for developing mobile-optimized websites. The first
is to have a separate site designed for the smaller screen sizes. When the web server detects a mobile
device, traffic is sent to the mobile version of the site, which exists at a separate URL from the desktop
version. This is how Westar’s current mobile site (https://m2.westarenergy.com/MobileWeb/Login.aspx) is
handled. While two sites are maintained, the content for both can be managed through a single CMS so
that there is no duplication of effort required to update both sites when content is shared between them.
The second approach is responsive design. In this case there is a single site that automatically adapts
itself to the screen size of the user’s device. As the size of the screen decreases, it is possible not only to
re-proportion the layout of the navigational elements and content, but also to eliminate some content that
are not appropriate for the mobile experience.
We have chosen to use responsive design to deliver as much of the entire site as practical to mobile
devices. It is expected that most site content will be available on mobile devices, but a final determination
of what content to eliminate for small screen sizes has yet to be made.
The ability of third-party tools and systems over which we have little or no control will be a factor in
determining what content needs to be eliminated for mobile experiences. Research into mobile
optimization options of those integrated applications will be conducted before all the details can be
determined.
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ACCESSIBILITY
Callahan Creek believes in building websites in such a way as to facilitate ease of use by persons with
disabilities or other physical limitations (such as normal age-related changes in sight and dexterity). We
take a common-sense approach to this by generally adhering to the essential components of web
accessibility promoted by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). These include reasonable efforts to
adhere to Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 (http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/).
Specifically, we strive to meet the following guidelines when we develop client sites:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Navigation aids such as site map, skip navigation link, or breadcrumbs are used.
Navigation is structured in an unordered list.
Color alone is not used to convey meaning.
Text color has sufficient contrast with background color.
Image elements use the alt attribute to configure an alternate text description.
If graphics are used to convey meaning, the alternate text equivalent is provided.
If media is used to convey meaning, the alternate text equivalent is provided.
Captions are provided for each audio or video file used.
Tables are not used for layout purposes.
Use the “id” and “headers” attributes to improve the accessibility of table data.
Configure frames with frame titles and place meaningful content in the noframes area (in general,
avoid frames if at all possible).
The html element's “lang” attribute indicates the spoken language of the page.

Westar has indicated that there are no specific regulatory requirements to dictate that we must conform to
specific W3C standards. Therefore unless we are instructed otherwise, we will not plan to satisfy any
specific Success Criteria Level (A, AA, AAA) of WCAG 2.0.
Note that we will have limited or no control over the accessibility of integrated third-party applications.
During CMS training, Westar employees will learn how to incorporate applicable accessibility best
practices into content being placed on the site (for example, text alt tags for images).
During our most recent discussions with Westar on this topic, it was confirmed that strict compliance with
W3C WCAG 2.0 is not required. It is anticipated, however, that at some future date it is possible that
some regulatory body may require compliance. Westar’s concern is that we develop the site on a platform
that will facilitate future compliance if that is ever required. Our response to this is:
• The CMS development platform (DNN – see next page) will facilitate any future required
accessibility adjustments without substantially throwing away prior time/resource investment.
• The main impact that WCAG 2.0 compliance would have on our current work to date is relative to
the navigational structure and not feature functionality (such as bill pay) or content. Adapting the
navigational structure to future compliance standards would, therefore, require a “reskin” but not a
“rebuild from scratch.”
Westar has approved proceeding without strict WCAG 2.0 compliance based on the above
understanding.
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TECHNICAL APPROACH, PLATFORM AND CMS
In response to Westar’s request to create the site in a Windows environment, we will develop the site
using a CMS application that runs on Microsoft IIS, ASP.NET and SQL Server. Several CMS platforms
were evaluated to obtain the desired features, including:
•
•
•
•

The ability to tailor all aspects of the CMS to fit the requirements of the Westar site.
Control over admin user privileges so that editors can be assigned and limited to specified areas
of the site.
The flexibility needed to integrate third-party software and systems (e.g. eMeter, BillMatrix,
PeopleSoft, etc.).
Adequate security features.

Callahan Creek recommended the DNN Evoq Content CMS platform (formerly called DotNetNuke).
Westar IT reviewed its features and concurs with this recommendation.
Additional DNN Evoq Content information is available here:
http://www.dnnsoftware.com/Solutions/Evoq-Content
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HOSTING
It has been determined that Westar IT will host the new site internally. Callahan Creek provided the
following hosting environment specifications to Westar at the end of May:
Production web server:
Minimum 2.0 GHz processor (ideally 2 cores)
4 GB RAM
50 GB system disk
500 GB storage disk
Windows Server 2012 64-bit x64
IIS 8
.Net Framework 4.5
Development web server:
Minimum 2.0 GHz processor (ideally 2 cores)
4 GB RAM
50 GB system disk
500 GB storage disk
Windows Server 2012 64-bit x64
IIS 8
.Net Framework 4.5

Database server:
Minimum 2.0 GHz processor (ideally 2-4 cores)
8 GB RAM
75 GB system disk
750 GB - 1 TB storage disk
Windows Server 2012 64-bit x64
SQL Server 2012
If these were to be VMs in one physical
environment, the approximate ideal hardware
specs would be:
Minimum 2.0 GHz 8-core processor
16 GB RAM
2.2 TB total disk space (RAID 5)

In subsequent correspondence we clarified that the servers will likely not require as much storage space
as stated above, as long as they can be scaled up on demand.
Westar IT has scheduled load testing for the first week of May in order to assess the capacity of the
hosting environment to handle the anticipated traffic demand.
Callahan Creek is in a position to provide for internal Westar IT support relative to the website, but not
end-user support. We will create protocols for testing updates on development servers and debugging
before anything is rolled out to production servers. All new code should be tested on development
servers, which mirror the production server configuration. Assuming that Westar would typically update its
internal systems in the middle of the night, and that those types of updates are the things that could
cause something to break on the website, we would need to set up communication protocols and
procedures accordingly.
Hosting of video content
Standard web servers are not designed to host streaming video content. We recommend that all publicly
available video be hosted on YouTube (on Westar Energy’s Channel) and embedded on relevant web
pages. If private video content is required, we recommend utilizing Brightcove (http://brightcove.com).
(Note that setting up Brightcove or another streaming video service is outside of current scope.)
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ANALYTICS
Callahan Creek will include Google Analytics tracking code on all pages of the new site. Google
Webmaster tools will be employed to assist with SEO. Westar will have full access to all Google Analytics
dashboards.
Westar would like to be able to gauge the success of the new site in part by a reduction in calls to the Call
Center. For example, it would be deemed a success if we could say that the web redesign is saving the
company XX dollars compared with customers using higher cost channels such as the call center/IVR. In
order for this to be possible, Westar IT will need to continue to provide and analyze detailed Customer
Relations Center/IVR reports (sample shown below for reference). (None of the analytics available
through Google will provide the information needed to make that kind of analysis, although page visits
and time on site data will provide clues about the site’s contribution to these goals.)
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SECURITY
We understand the importance Westar places on protecting its internal systems from malicious hackers
or other cyber threats. We will do everything in our power to help implement connections between the
front-end website and Westar’s internal systems so that they are secure. However, Callahan Creek's
expertise does not include cyber security, nor do our services include providing Westar with technical
consultation on cyber security. Westar is responsible for ensuring that any connection between the
website or application code developed by Callahan Creek is securely integrated into any of Westar's
system(s) and database(s), to prevent security breaches or other vulnerabilities through the website. If
Westar IT does not have the internal expertise to ensure the desired level of security, we recommend a
third-party cyber security expert be retained. We can assist in identifying a qualified security consultant
should Westar desire to engage one.
Westar IT is planning cyber security testing for the end of April. Callahan Creek will implement any
security recommendations that come out of that testing relative to the website front-end code.

WEB SERVICES
For any content areas, functional features or forms on the public website that read or write data to/from
Westar internal databases, servers or other systems, Callahan Creek will require that Westar IT provide
us with access to those systems via secure web services.
See Appendix I for a list of web services and their current status.

CALIFORNIA DO NOT TRACK LAW
Callahan Creek has made a recommendation that Westar update the site’s Privacy Policy to comply with
California’s new Do Not Track law. The detailed recommendation appears in Appendix J.
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APPENDIX A
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Updated Schedule (1.30.14)
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APPENDIX B

SERVICE REPORT
TO

Gina Penzig, Hal Jensen and Nick Bundy

FROM

Laura Frizell

REGARDING

Corporate Website-Informational Content Planning Meeting

DATE

3/6/13

MEETING DATE

3/1/13

PLACE

Callahan Creek

ATTENDEES

Westar: Nick Bundy, Gina Penzig, Hal Jensen, Matt Lehrman, Kim Gronniger, Roger
Moore, Melanie Hoch
Callahan Creek: Shelly Deveney, John Kuefler, Stefan Mumaw, Laura Frizell

INFORMATIONAL CONTENT PLANNING MEETING
1) Content Organization
 When transferring over content to the new site, establish what content should be
customer/forward facing (high priority) vs. findable.
Things to consider:
o What are the objectives for each audience?
o What are Westar’s business priorities?
o What content is transactional vs. educational?
 Make sure the forward facing information is simple, streamlined and focused.
o Ensure all content is consumer-focused, not techy.
o Eliminate content redundancies within the site.
 Above all else, customers need to quickly/easily pay their bill and report outages.
2) Content Transfer and Updates
 It is possible to transfer over some of the content pages automatically with a content export, but
most pages will need to be transferred over manually page-by-page.
 Make updates to the current content before it get’s transferred to the new site. Revise the content
to more effectively tell Westar’s story.
o Identify which content needs to be updated.
o Consider the use of videos and third party testimonials.
3) Next Steps
 CC to provide preliminary requirements document to Westar (3/15)
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APPENDIX C

SERVICE REPORT
TO

Gina Penzig, Hal Jensen and Nick Bundy

FROM

Laura Frizell

REGARDING

Corporate Website-Transactional Planning Meeting

DATE

3/6/13

MEETING DATE

3/1/13

PLACE

Callahan Creek

ATTENDEES

Westar: Nick Bundy, Gina Penzig, Chad Consodine, Hal Jensen, Matt Lehrman, Kim
Gronniger, Roger Moore, Jeremy Poling, Melanie Hoch, Denise Fundis, Russ Cobb
Callahan Creek: Shelly Deveney, John Kuefler, Jeremy Gard, Laura Frizell

TRANSACTIONAL PLANNING MEETING
1) Bill pay
 Westar currently has a two-year contract with BillMatrix to handle credit card payments. We also
discussed the possibility of using BillMatrix to handle check payments so it could all be handled
with one interface.
 Account balances are auto-populated; therefore customers think that they cannot change their bill
pay amount. Communicate to customers that it is possible to pay a different amount than their full
bill.
 Establish user-friendly bill pay system for customers who have multiple accounts/group accounts.
 We’ll work to resolve reoccurring problems with submitting two payments unintentionally.
 Incorporate ProjectDESERVE into the bill pay process, asking customers to add $1 to their
energy bill to donate towards ProjectDESERVE.
 Explore opportunities to enhance mobile experience for all transactions.
2) Start/Stop/Transfer Service
 During automated service transfers, prompt users to add their new Westar account to their online
account.
 Improve user experience for Start/Stop/Transfer Service to decrease the amount of customer
service calls.
3) Additional Insights
 In addition to the User Information form, allow customers to manage their contact/customer
information within their online account (inside login).
 Change current paper forms, such as the meter request form or the wind turbine/solar power
request form, to online forms that can be accessed inside login.
 Integrate the Work Order request status page into the main corporate site.
4) Next Steps
 CC to provide preliminary requirements document to Westar (3/15)
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APPENDIX D

SERVICE REPORT
TO

Gina Penzig, Hal Jensen and Nick Bundy

FROM

Laura Frizell

REGARDING

Corporate Website-3 Party Planning Meeting

DATE

3/6/13

MEETING DATE

3/1/13

PLACE

Callahan Creek

ATTENDEES

Westar: Nick Bundy, Gina Penzig, Denise Fundis, Hal Jensen, Matt Lehrman, Kim
Gronniger, Katie Panek
Callahan Creek: Shelly Deveney, John Kuefler, Jeremy Gard, Laura Frizell

3

RD

rd

PARTY PLANNING MEETING
rd

1) Review of 3 Party Sites
Website

Notes

Digital Meter Upgrade

General information about the digital meter will be incorporated into the

Westarenergydashboard.com

unsecure side of the corporate site. The secure side (served through emeter)

SmartStarLawrence.com

will remain the same with limited customization.

WestarElectroGo.com

-Currently managed through Bev West on a month-to-month basis.
-Transfer content to new site and redirect the URL, WestarElectroGo.com, to
that page within the corporate site.
-Maintain functionality of charging station locator on new site.

WestarPowerMarketing.com

Stays separate site.

PrairieWindTransmission.com

Stays separate site.

WestarMyCircuit.com

-Will be hosted by Goodwell through 2013, then integrated into the new
corporate website.
-This site will be referenced from a functionality and consumer-focused
standpoint. Once usability and personalization is addressed for the corporate
site, this site is no longer needed.

rd

2) Review of 3 Party Contracts
 WattSaver Program: Currently a seamless interface with a form that directs to Honeywell/Yukon.
o The contract with Honeywell will continue as is, and content will be integrated into the
new corporate site.
 Apogee Suite: Will consider terminating contract with Apogee Suite.
o When transitioning over to the new site, consider more cost efficient options for content
that is currently provided by Apogee Suite (Kids Corner, energy calculators, etc.)
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Claritas: Westar currently uses Claritas as a segmentation tool.
o Investigate Claritas to see if the current subscription has anything to help customize the
user experience.
3) Key Insights
 Investigate a broadcast system/email tool that can be used to send out messages/emails/alerts
about bad weather, power outages, etc.
2) Next Steps
 CC to provide preliminary requirements document to Westar (3/15)
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APPENDIX E

SERVICE REPORT
TO

Gina Penzig, Nick Bundy

FROM

Laura Frizell

REGARDING

Corporate Website-HR Planning Meeting

DATE

3/6/13

MEETING DATE

3/1/13

PLACE

Callahan Creek

ATTENDEES

Westar: Nick Bundy, Gina Penzig, Kim Konecny, Brenna Mannell, Caroline
Feldhausen, Jennie Brevitz, Darren Brake, Kevin Roush
Callahan Creek: Shelly Deveney, John Kuefler, Stefan Mumaw, Laura Frizell

HR PLANNING MEETING
1) Job Seekers
 Westar & Callahan Creek (CC) teams established “job seekers” as the primary audience of focus
for the corporate website HR section.
 Help job seekers understand what Westar does as a company and why it is a great place to work
(“day in the life” videos, testimonials).
 Utilize social media (Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube) to reach potential job seekers by integrating
this technology into the new design of the corporate website HR section.
 Broadcast messages to targeted groups (job fairs, college partnerships, community agencies).
 Investigate Westar’s current software (PeopleSoft) to see what additional functionality we can
leverage.
o Understand opportunities or limitations around database management and preferences
(ability to capture leads, see what customers want more information about).
 Develop/re-organize the “Health and Welfare” benefits section on the HR page.
 Consider a “craft” section that provides job postings, success stories and overall information
about each craft.
 Optimize the mobile experience so job applicants can apply via mobile phones and tablets.
 CC will reference content currently in the HR section of the website to make recommendations for
what should transfer over and how it should be organized.
o Westar mentioned “view jobs, how to apply, employee testing and scholarship
opportunities” as the most important content for the new HR section.
 Expand the “diversity” page on the new site and consider changing “diversity” to “representative
workforce”.
2) Current Employees
 Current Westar employees access content internally through the Westar intranet, so they are not
a primary target for the corporate website.
3) Retirees
 Retirees do not have access to the Westar employee intranet, but there is a retiree data site
(InsideWE) that they currently use.
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o

InsideWE is not an immediate priority for CC, but should be considered during a later
phase of the website project after the 2014 launch.

5) Next Steps
 CC to provide preliminary requirements document to Westar (3/15)
 Westar to provide PeopleSoft functionality update (End of April)
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APPENDIX F
FORMS
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APPENDIX G
SIRs LIST
SIR Number

Estimated
Hours

Tech Spec

Description

JPOG8ALNNZ

4

Log In

KTAR8MAUVY

3

Meter
History

JMGN5XFMQS

20

Multiple

Additional Information added to
Log File. Where is
information coming from?
Cust Web Display Final Bill
Meter Read in (Meter History)
for all Accounts
Web, Add Critical Info to Web
CCON's

JCRR7ANSLM
JMGN7GER84

9

Pay Online

10

Pay Online

JCRR7GZPBC
JMGN88WLLS

16

Pay Online

20

Payment
Extension

Web- Change to Phone Check
option
Web - Add Payment Extension Long Term blurb and link

JMGN5JPUTE
JMGN5E3JS6

18

Preference

Web - Update Personal Info

New Screen

40

Retrieval

Web - Program to Handle
Accounts in BDR Status

New Message to
Display

DMFS822MZ5

8

Retrieval

Add email prompt to My Electric
Account to verify email address

DMFS83X2ET

6

Retrieval

DLDE8SMS82

6

Retrieval

Change web site to match
SmartStar dashboard - Change
"Current Bill" to "Most Recent
Bill"
Web - Add Pay Station Map

Need to Prompt.
How often do we
prompt?
Change Text

JMGN5HLLUU

20

Retrieval

Web - Letter of Credit

New Screen.

KTAR8KURBC

30

Retrieval

Custweb/Energy Engage
enhancement to drop down
account select list

How will this
work?

Web changes needed for CSS
sir JZFO-732K2A
Web - Allow Modify of Pay
Online

Callahan Creek
Changes

Westar Changes
DB2 Service
Update
DB2 Service
Update

What can they
edit?

New Screen.

Where is the
data source for
map?

DB2 Service
Update. What is
to happen at
CCON
DB2 Service
Update
DB2 Service
Update and CSS
Changes to
service
DB2 Service
Update
DB2 Service
Update and CSS
Changes no
COBOL changes
DB2 Service
Update
BDR code will
have to be added
to stored
procedure

XML of all data
locations. This
information is
constantly
changing.
DB2 Service
Update and CSS
Changes
How will this
work?
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JMGN92RQN9

20

Retrieval

Web - Table appearing on top
of links

JMGN5RVPJK

20

Retrieval

Web - EA on Web (BD Accts)

JMGN6DJSX4

150

Start and
Stop
Service

Add Reschedule SOTN/SOTF
to Web

DLCK8ALQEZ

1

Start
Service

JMGN8H9T4F
JCRR7VCGUY

8

RMOE96FGY6

6

Start
Service
Start
Service and
Preference
Stop
Service

Web - Change verbage on
DMCU phone number for
Start/Transfer Service
Web - Web Auto Edit
Modifications
WEB - Enhancements to DMCU

JMGN8LVN98

32

JMGN7N3S7M
RMOE5YJKFA

2

Transaction
/Meter
History
View Bill

40

View Bill

RMOE77TLCC

25

View Bill

10

Web - On ABPP & Stopping
Service
Web - Increase Retained
History to 24 months
WEB - NO PAPER BILL acct
has a PWQ
Web - Changes to made to pick
up XNET notices

Web -Change check for
Rebate/Rebilled bill

Are we
changing EA
Site?
New Screen.
How are we
going to do
SOTN when
customer does
not have userid?
Screen changes.
Primary phone
change.

Marketing Block
Update
Changes to
remind
customers
Change to
Screen.

How does
customer know
they have a
notice?

DB2 Service
Update. What if
account had not
billed?
Are we
changing EA
Site?
DB2 Service
Update and CSS
Changes

DB2 Service
Update
DB2 Service
Update
DB2 Service
Update

DB2 Service
Update
DB2 Service
Update for PDF
capture and CSS
Changes
DB2 Service
Update
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EXHIBIT H
SITE MAP FROM WORKING SITE AS OF 2.17.14

1.

My Account
a.

b.

c.

d.

My Bill
i.

View My Bill

ii.

Pay with Checking or Savings

iii.

Pay with Credit or Debit Card

iv.

Explanation of My Bill

v.

Help Paying My Bill

vi.

Find an Authorized Pay Station

vii.

Paperless Billing Options

viii.

Payment History

Report an Outage
i.

Report an Outage Online

ii.

Outage Map

iii.

Report a Streetlight Out

Stop or Change Service
i.

Stop Service

ii.

Transfer Service

iii.

Start Additional Service

Bill Pay Preferences
i.

Automatic Bank Payments

ii.

Average Payment Plan

iii.

Payment Extension

iv.

Group Billing

v.

Project Deserve

e.

My Energy Dashboard

f.

My Meter

g.

My Profile
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2.

Services
a.

Start New Service

b.

Create an Online Account

c.

Energy Dashboard

d.

Billing Options
Average Payment Plan

ii.

Deposit Information

iii.

Group Billing Information

iv.

Life Support Program

v.

Paperless Billing

vi.

Payment Arrangements

vii.

Revert to Owner Agreement

viii.

Third Party Billing Notification

e.

Commercial and Industrial Services

f.

Private Area Lighting

g.

On-Site Generation

h.

i.

3.

i.

i.

On-Site Generation Overview

ii.

Customer Solar and Wind Generators

iii.

Net Metering Application

iv.

Solar Project

Building Operator Certification (BOC)
i.

BOC Program Overview

ii.

BOC Course Schedules

iii.

BOC Testimonials and Graduates

WattSaver Thermostat Program
i.

WattSaver Program Overview

ii.

WattSaver Thermostat and FAQ

Outages
a.

Report an Outage

b.

Outage Map

c.

View Outages by County
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4.

d.

Preparing for Outages

e.

Safety During Power Restoration

f.

Preventing Power Outages

g.

What Causes Power Outages

h.

Report a Street Light Out

Helpful Resources
a.

Coupons

b.

Electric Vehicles

c.

i.

EV Getting Started

ii.

EV Resources

iii.

EV FAQ

iv.

Preparing to Own an EV

v.

EV Fuel Savings

vi.

Charging Stations

vii.

EV News, Contact Us and Sign Up

Energy Savings
i.

Energy Calculators

ii.

Energy Saving Tips

iii.

Energy Efficiency Videos

iv.

Home Energy Audits

v.

Home Energy Savings Workshop

d.

Heat Pumps

e.

Meter Reading
i.

f.

g.

Peregrine Falcons
i.

Falcon Cams and Overview

ii.

Falcon History

Newsletters
i.

h.

Dog Bite Prevention

Spring 2014

Trees and Power Lines
i.

ReliabiliTree Program
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ii.

i.

5.

6.

1.

ReliabiliTree Overview

2.

ReliabiliTree FAQ

Right Tree in the Right Place
1.

Tree Planting Checklist

2.

Tree Safety

3.

Tree Energy Savings

Safety Information
i.

Safety Tips

ii.

Contractor Safety

iii.

Inside Safety

iv.

Outside Safety

v.

Electric Shock Safety

vi.

Energy and Copper Wire Theft

vii.

Our Safety Practices

viii.

Downed Line Safety

Community Programs
a.

Community Partners

b.

Energy Workshops

c.

Green Team

d.

Kanza

e.

Powerpedia

f.

Project DESERVE

g.

Renewable Energy Program

h.

Schedule a Speaker

i.

Scholarships

j.

Westar Energy Foundation

About Us
a.

Our Company
i.

Overview
1.

Westar at a Glance

2.

Mission, Vision and Values
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3.

Our History

4.

Code of Business Conduct

5.

Business Practices

6.

Economic Development

7.

About Westar

ii.

Service Territory and Map

iii.

Generating Facilities
1.

Generation Overview

2.

Coal

3.

4.

a.

Jeffrey

b.

LaCygne

c.

Lawrence

d.

Tecumseh

Natural Gas
a.

Emporia

b.

Gordon Evans

c.

Hutchinson

d.

Murray Gill

e.

Neosho

f.

Spring Creek

g.

State Line

Landfill Gas
a.

5.

Nuclear
a.

6.

Rolling Meadows

Wolf Creek

Wind
a.

Central Plains

b.

Flat Ridge

c.

Ironwood

d.

Meridian Way

e.

Post Rock
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iv.

Energy Transmission
1.

2.

3.

v.

vi.

a.

Right of Way Clearances

b.

Easement

c.

Emergencies and Storms

d.

Working Around Transmission

e.

Line Routing Philosophy

f.

Transmission Structures

Transmission Maintenance
a.

Aerial Patrol

b.

Routine Pole Inspections

Transmission Projects
a.

Prairie Wind Transmission

b.

Rose Hill to Oklahoma

c.

Wichita to Salina line

d.

Crawford County Line

Environmental Impact
1.

Environment Overview

2.

Emission Reductions

3.

Environmental Policies

4.

Environmental Resources

5.

Jeffrey Energy Center Environment
a.

JEC History

b.

JEC Environmental Upgrades

c.

JEC Areas and Wildlife

Becoming a Supplier
1.

vii.

Landowner Information

Supplier Registration Form

Corporate Governance
1.

Integrity Hotline

2.

Leadership, Officers and Board

3.

Charters and By-laws
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viii.
b.

Audit Committee Charter

b.

By-laws

c.

Compensation Committee Charter

d.

Corporate Governance Guidelines

e.

Finance Committee Charter

f.

Nominating Committee Charter

g.

Stock Ownership Requirements

Why Do We Advertise?

Rate Information
i.

Rates Overview

ii.

Tariffs, General Terms and Conditions

iii.

FERC, KCC and Active Dockets

iv.

Fuel Charge

v.

Northern Communities

vi.

Southern Communities

vii.

Cold Weather Rule

c.

d.
7.

a.

News
i.

Press Releases

ii.

Media Contacts

Investors

Careers
a.

b.

Jobs
i.

View and Apply for Jobs

ii.

How to Apply

iii.

Employee Testing

iv.

Diversity

v.

Career Overview

Career Resources
i.

A Day in the Life Videos

ii.

Benefits Overview

iii.

Benefits Videos
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iv.

8.

Our Communities

c.

For Employees

d.

For Retirees

Contact
a.

Contact Details

b.

Social Media
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APPENDIX I
WEB SERVICES
List of Services

AddAccount

Date
Notes from Westar Team CC
To Be
Comments
Compl
eted
1/27/14

AddAveragePaymentPlan

1/27/14 Tech Spec is called
Average Pay

AddAveragePaymentPlanCheck

1/27/14 Tech Spec is called
Average Pay

AddBankPlan

1/27/14 Tech Spec is called Bank
Plan
1/27/14 Tech Spec is called Bank
Plan
1/27/14 Tech Spec is called Pay
Online
1/27/14 Tech Spec is called Pay
Online
1/27/14 Tech Spec is called
Project Deserve

AddBankPlanCheck
AddOnlinePayment
AddOnlinePaymentCheck
AddProjectDeserve
AddProjectDeserveCheck

1/27/14 Tech Spec is called
Project Deserve

Authenticate

1/27/14

CancelAveragePaymentPlan

1/27/14 Tech Spec is called
Average Pay

CancelAveragePaymentPlanCheck

1/27/14 Tech Spec is called
Average Pay

CancelBankPlan

1/27/14 Tech Spec is called Bank
Plan
1/27/14 Tech Spec is called Bank
Plan
1/27/14 Tech Spec is called Pay
Online
1/27/14 Tech Spec is called Pay
Online
1/27/14 Tech Spec is called
Project Deserve

CancelBankPlanCheck
CancelOnlinePayment
CancelOnlinePaymentCheck
CancelProjectDeserve
CancelProjectDeserveCheck

1/27/14 Tech Spec is called
Project Deserve

CheckSession

1/27/14

GetAccountDetail

1/27/14

getAveragePaymentPlanAmount

1/27/14

Is
getAccountDe
tails the
correct
service name
format (lower
case "g")?

Notes from CC
Francisco
Comments
Tovar 1/28/14 1/29/15

Yes it is the
getAccountD
correct name. etails is
Spec
correct
provided

Notes from Notes from
Francisco Francisco
1/30/14
2/3/14
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getAveragePaymentPlanEdits

1/27/14

getBankPlanEdits

1/27/14

getCRPSInfo

1/27/14

getElectricTroubleOrderEdits

1/27/14

getMeterHistory

1/27/14

getMeterReadEdits

1/27/14

getOnlinePaymentEdits

1/27/14

getPendingPayments

1/27/14

getProjectDeserveEdits

1/27/14

getQuestions

1/27/14

getSecurityQuestions

1/27/14

GetSession

1/27/14

getShortTermPayAgreementEdits

1/27/14

getStatementDates

1/27/14

getTransactionHistory

1/27/14

getTurnOffOrderEdits

1/27/14

GetUserID

1/27/14

listCities

1/27/14

listPremisesforHouseNumber

1/27/14

listStreetsforZipCode

1/27/14

listZipCodesforCity

1/27/14

LockUserId

1/27/14

Logout

1/27/14

Register

1/27/14

RequestLetterofCredit

1/27/14 Tech Spec is called Letter
of Credit

Is getSession
the correct
service name
format (lower
case "g")?

Yes it is the
getSession
correct name. is correct
Spec
provided

This name
does match
the service,
but is not
consistent
with other
services that
start with
lower case
"get" - change
for
consistency?
Also, Userid
or UserId?

Correct name
is
"GetUserID"
Spec
provided

Userid or
UserId?

The actual
name in the
service is
LockUserID
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RequestLetterofCreditCheck

1/27/14 Tech Spec is called Letter
of Credit

ResetPassword

1/27/14

SubmitElectricTroubleOrder

1/27/14 Tech Spec called Report
Outage

SubmitElectricTroubleOrderCheck

1/27/14 Tech Spec called Report
Outage

SubmitMeterRead

1/27/14 Tech Spec called Meter
Read
1/27/14 Tech Spec called Meter
Read
1/27/14 Tech Spec called Pay
Extension

SubmitMeterReadCheck
SubmitShortTermPayAgreement

SubmitShortTermPayAgreementCheck 1/27/14 Tech Spec called Pay
Extension
SubmitStreetLightOutage

1/27/14 Tech Spec called Street
Light Problem

SubmitTurnOffOrder

1/27/14 Tech Spec called Stop
Service
1/27/14 Tech Spec called Stop
Service
1/27/14

SubmitTurnOffOrderCheck
UnlockUserid

UpdateBankPlan

Userid or
UserId?

It is
UnlockUserid.
Complete
Spec
submitted

Is
UpdateBillNoti
fyFlag the
correct
service name
for this?

Yes.
Complete
Spec
submitted

UpdateBillNotify

1/27/14 Tech Spec called Bank
Plan
1/27/14 Tech Spec called Bank
Plan
1/27/14

UpdateEmailAddressForAccount

1/27/14

UpdateHardCopyBill

1/27/14

Is
UpdateHardC
opyBillFlag
the correct
service
name?

Yes.
Complete
Spec
submitted

UpdateNickName

1/27/14

Is
UpdateNickna
me the
correct
service
name?

Yes.
Complete
spec
submitted

UpdateOnlinePayment

1/27/14 Tech Spec called Pay
Online
1/27/14 Tech Spec called Pay
Online

UpdateBankPlanCheck

UpdateOnlinePaymentCheck
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UpdatePassword

1/27/14

UpdatePaymentDueFlag

1/27/14

UpdateProjectDeserve

1/27/14 Tech Spec called Project
Deserve

UpdateProjectDeserveCheck

1/27/14 Tech Spec called Project
Deserve

UpdateSecurityQuestion

1/27/14

UpdateTermsOfUse

1/27/14

UpdateUserid

1/27/14

Userid or
UserId?

GetEmailAddressFromUserId

2/3/14

Get Bill Inserts For Bill

2/3/14

Get Start New Service Premise Edits

2/3/14

Is
getEmailAddr
essFromUserI
d the correct
service name
format (lower
case "g")?
Also, for
consistency Userid or
UserId (this
question
appears
multiple
times)?
Need the final
service name
format.
Is this the
same as what
was called
"Get Bill Insert
from User ID"
on the list
distributed in
the 1/21
meeting?
getStartNewS
ervicePremise
Edits service
name?

Get User Profile from userid

2/3/14

It is
"UpdateUseri
d". Complete
Spec
submitted
A new service
that we have
not built.
Service is not
written nor is
the spec. We
will provide a
complete
spec by
2/3/14

Spec
Completed
2/3/14

Our IT
Teamworking
on it and
Complete
Spec will be
provided by
2/3/14

Spec
Completed
2/3/14

Our IT
Teamworking
on it and
Complete
Spec will be
provided by
2/3/14
Need the final Our IT
service name Teamworking
format.
on it and
Is this the
Complete
same as what Spec will be
was called
provided by
"Get Userid
2/3/14
from Account"
on the list

Spec
Completed
2/3/14

Spec
Completed
2/3/14
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distributed in
the 1/21
meeting?

Lock Username

2/3/14

View Bill

2/3/14

Smart Meter Dashboard

2/10/14 Third Party Service
Provider
2/10/14 Third Party Service
Provider

Wattsaver

Start Service

2/17/14

CSR Login

3/3/14

Final service Our IT
name format? Teamworking
on it and
Complete
Spec will be
provided by
2/3/14
Is ViewBill the Our IT
final service Teamworking
name?
on it and
Complete
Spec will be
provided by
2/3/14

Per
Francisco's
1/29 Quacker
note - Yukon
Wattsaver
dashboard
will updated
to single signon. Link to
Wattsaver
dashboard
will be
handled the
same as
current site.
Is
Services are
StartService being created
the final
by our IT
service name Team and we
format?
shall have a
comple spec
by 2/3/14

Will this be a
single
additional
service or
multiple or
use of some

We are still in
the discussion
of How it will
work. We will
update you as
soon as

Spec
Completed
2/3/14

Spec
Completed
2/3/14

Updated
from 2/3 to
2/17 per
Jackie's 1/29
email based
on Jeremy
Poling's
workload
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existing and
some new?

Energy Engage

3/3/14

Outage Map

3/3/14

Pay Online (BillMatrix)

3/3/14

Reliabilititree

3/3/14

Final Forms DB (services & Tech
Specs)
GetNotices (Find Notice in Xnet)

3/31/14

possible

Third Party Service
Provider
Provided by Greg Kelly
and Kasey Clark. CC is
reviewing
Third Party Service
Provider

2/3/14

Spec
Completed
2/3/14
Service and
the tech
spec will be
completed
by 2/14

GetNotices (Look for any Notices)

Westar Team will provide
a Date by 2/3/14

Locate Pay Station

Westar Team will provide
a Date by 2/3/14

Shall be
done by
2/10/14 from
lotus notes
to sharepoint
and we shall
provide you
specs as
well

View Notices

Westar Team will provide
a Date by 2/3/14

Service and
the tech
spec will be
completed
by 2/14

RemoveAccount

getCarriers

Service exists Complete
but not listed Spec
above.
submitted.
Thank You.
Service exists Our IT team
but not listed will follow up
above - we
with you by
discussed
2/3/14
and just
wanted to
make sure
this was
documented if
going to
remain in
services

Service and
the tech
spec will be
completed
by 2/14
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APPENDIX J
CALIFORNIA DO NOT TRACK LAW RECOMMENDATION

MEMO
TO

Gina Penzig

FROM

John Kuefler

REGARDING

California Do Not Track Law POV

DATE

2.4.14

From Allyson Yarbrough’s 12/10/13 email to Gina:
The law takes effect January 1, 2014, and requires that most website operators disclose:
1. how they respond to a web browser’s “do not track” (DNT) signal, and
2. whether third parties can collect a user's personal information across a network of sites.
An operator must now disclose how it responds to DNT signals or other mechanisms that purport
to provide consumers with a choice regarding the collection of personally identifiable information
(PII) about their online activities over time and across different websites or online services.
Operators may satisfy this requirement by providing a clear and conspicuous hyperlink in the
operator's privacy policy to an online location containing a description, including the effects, of
any program or protocol the operator follows that offers the consumer such a choice regarding its
PII. The operator must also disclose whether third-parties may collect PII when a consumer uses
the operator's website or online service.
Summary of Callahan Creek’s Point of View
•
•

•

•

Assuming that Westar has (or could have in the future) customers who reside in California, the
new California law applies to the Westar website because PII is collected.
The law does not dictate how the website operates, but rather only how the website must inform
users as to how it handles their PII and their web browser’s DNT signal (the signal that certain
web browsers send back to the web server if a user employs the browser’s “do not track” feature).
In our opinion, additional language should be added to the Westar website Privacy Policy
document to address the points above. This should be done as soon as possible as it is an issue
for the current as well as the new site. Modifications to sections of the existing Privacy Policy may
also be advisable.
Callahan Creek provides suggestions for this additional language later in this document, but we
cannot vouch for the legal efficacy of these suggestions. An attorney should be consulted to draft
the final language. (Let us know if you want us to consult our IP attorney.)
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Detailed POV
For additional background on these questions, see the following excerpt (underlined text is my emphasis):
http://privacylaw.proskauer.com/2013/09/articles/legislation-2/california-set-to-enact-new-do-not-trackdisclosure-requirement-law-for-websites/ :
Under California’s existing Online Privacy Protection Act, a Web site or online service that
collects PII about California residents already has the obligation to post a privacy policy, identify
its effective date and describe how users are notified about changes to the policy, as well as
identify the categories of PII that are collected and with whom such PII is shared.
Now, the new law—which passed both houses of the California Legislature unanimously —
requires that all such Web sites must disclose how they “respond to Web browser “do not track”
signals or other mechanisms that provide consumers the ability to exercise choice regarding the
collection of PII about an individual consumer’s online activities over time and across third-party
Web sites or online services”, if such information is collected. The new law prescribes that
operators can comply with this disclosure requirement by “providing a clear and conspicuous
hyperlink” contained in the privacy policy that links to a description “of any protocol the operator
follows that offers the consumer” the choice to opt-out of internet tracking.
Compliance with the law is achieved by:
• Informing site visitors how PII is shared with third parties.
• Informing site visitors how the site responds to their web browser’s “do not track” signal (when the
user chooses to enable that option, if available in their browser).
• Site visitors must be informed of these through the site’s privacy policy.
To our knowledge, the new Westar site does not share any PII with third-party sites “about an individual
consumer’s online activities over time and across third-party Web sites or online services” (from the
excerpt quoted above).
Therefore, in our opinion, the only obligation that Westar has to comply with the new California law is to
add a statement such as (this language should be verified or re-written by an attorney):
Response to Do Not Track Signals
When the Westar website receives a “do not track” (DNT) signal from a user’s web browser, we
take no action because we do not share information about an individual consumer’s online
activities over time and across third-party Web sites or online services. The only information we
share with third parties is that sent to our affiliates, its trusted business partners or persons for the
sole purpose of processing that information on behalf of Westar Energy, as explained under the
heading “With whom does Westar Energy share my information?”*

*This is the paragraph from the current Westar Privacy Policy reference above:
With whom does Westar Energy share my information?
We will not disclose any of your personally identifiable information except when we have your
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permission, or under special circumstances, such as when we believe in good faith that the law
requires it, or under the circumstances described below. The following describes some of the
ways that your information may be disclosed.
Categories of Third Parties with whom Westar Energy may share personally identifiable
information: Westar Energy may provide your personally identifiable information to its affiliates,
and its trusted business partners or persons for the sole purpose of processing that information
on behalf of Westar Energy. When this is done, it is subject to commitments on the part of those
parties to process such information only in accordance with Westar Energy's instructions, and to
maintain appropriate confidentiality and security measures.
It should be noted that the new (and current) Westar sites do share PII with third parties, including (but
possibly not limited to):
• BillMatrix
• Yukon (Wattsaver dashboard)
In the spirit of the new California law, it may be advisable to modify some sections of the current privacy
policy (below) by adding some specifics as noted here (my emphasis):
Who is collecting information?
When you are on a Westar Energy site and are asked for personal information, you are sharing
that information with Westar Energy and its affiliates and service providers. If personal data is to
be collected and/or maintained by any company other than Westar Energy or its affiliates, we will
attempt to notify you on the Web site or in an updated version of this Privacy Policy. If you do not
want your data to be shared, you can choose not to allow the transfer by not using that particular
service.
Note that when someone selects to pay with Credit Card, Westar does not strictly
speaking notify the user that PII is being passed to a third party, so we believe that
sentence should be corrected. The BillMatrix payment window does have its own Privacy
link, which opens this page:
https://paymentswestar.billmatrix.com/Privacy.aspx?sid=fb228a34-4357-4cb2-9eaf0986ab64c782&cid=en
However, in our opinion, the BillMatrix Privacy page does not comply with the California
law because it does not say how it will respond to the DNT signal.
The current Westar Privacy Policy goes on to say:
Please be aware that other Web sites to which we link may collect personally identifiable
information about you when you visit those sites. The information practices of other Web sites
linked to www.WestarEnergy.com are not covered by this Privacy Policy.
Relative to that statement, here are some notes on existing third parties:
•

Energy Engage dashboard (Siemens) – our understanding is that the dashboard is hosted at
Westar and PII may or may not be passed to Siemens, but this should be confirmed.
o The dashboard does not have its own Privacy Policy
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•

Taleo – a legal review should be done to ensure that the HR site has its own Privacy Policy in
place that complies with the California Do Not Track law.

•

Investor’s site (http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=89455&p=irol-irhome) – this site does
not have its own Privacy Policy page. We cannot independently verify that the site is or will be in
compliance with the new California law. We recommend that you ask Thomson Reuters to
provide an answer to that question.

If, in the spirit of clarifying any and all tracking of site visitors, Westar would like to provide more detailed
information, you could mention the specific names of each third party with which PII is shared and for
what purposes. In addition, you could state that the site uses Google Analytics for site traffic analysis.
Here is a paragraph that could be included if desired:
Collection of non-personally identifying site traffic information*
When you visit our website to read pages or download information, our web server logs
automatically collect and store the following non-identifying information: the Internet protocol (IP)
address from which you access our website, the type of browser and operating system used to
access our site, the date and time our site is accessed, the pages visited and the last site you
visited before arriving at our site. We also use Google Analytics™ web analytics service to track
additional non-identifying information (such as keywords used in searches to find our site, which
pages are visited on our site, how long pages are viewed, etc.).
*Note that an attorney should validate this language since some definitions consider an IP address to be
PII.
A FEW ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
For reference, the new site will use Google’s Universal Analytics tracking code. The notes below are from
this Google support page:
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/2795983?hl=en
Google Analytics customers are prohibited from sending personal information to
Google. The Google Analytics terms of service, which all Google Analytics customers must
adhere to, prohibits sending personally identifiable information (PII) to Google Analytics (such as
names, social security numbers, email addresses, or any similar data), or data that permanently
identifies a particular device (such as a mobile phone’s unique device identifier if such an
identifier cannot be reset), even in hashed form. Your Google Analytics account could be
terminated and your data destroyed if you use any of this information.
Is an account number PII? Yes, if associated with their name.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personally_identifiable_information
The U.S. government used the term "personally identifiable" in 2007 in a memorandum from the
Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget (OMB),[11] and that usage now
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appears in US standards such as the NIST Guide to Protecting the Confidentiality of Personally
Identifiable Information (SP 800-122).[5] The OMB memorandum defines PII as follows:
Information which can be used to distinguish or trace an individual's identity, such as their name,
social security number, biometric records, etc. alone, or when combined with other personal or
identifying information which is linked or linkable to a specific individual, such as date and place
of birth, mother’s maiden name, etc.
A term similar to PII, "personal data" is defined in EU directive 95/46/EC, for the purposes of the
directive:[12]
Article 2a: 'personal data' shall mean any information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person ('data subject'); an identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific
to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity;
Another term similar to PII, "personal information" is defined in a section of the California data breach
notification law, SB1386:[13]
(e) For purposes of this section, "personal information" means an individual's first name or first
initial and last name in combination with any one or more of the following data elements, when
either the name or the data elements are not encrypted: (1) Social security number. (2) Driver's
license number or California Identification Card number. (3) Account number, credit or debit card
number, in combination with any required security code, access code, or password that would
permit access to an individual's financial account. (f) For purposes of this section, "personal
information" does not include publicly available information that is lawfully made available to the
general public from federal, state, or local government records.

